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Abstrat

We took advantage of pseudo-partial wetting to promote the spreading of preursor

�lms whose surfae density smoothly deays to zero away from a sessile droplet. By

following the spreading dynamis of semi-dilute preursor �lms of polybutadiene melts

on silion wafers, we measure moleular di�usion oe�ients for di�erent molar masses

and temperatures. For homopolymers, hains follow a thermally ativated 2D Rouse

di�usion mehanism, with an ativation energy revealing polymer segments interations

with the surfae. This Rouse model is generalized to hains with spei� terminal

groups.

Desribing the dynamis of polymer melts near solid surfaes is of great relevane to

mehanis, adhesion, frition or �ows at interfaes as they set the boundary onditions and
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the whole dynami response

1�6

. However, diret information on polymer/substrate inter-

ations an be hallenging to obtain. Indeed, the polymer dynamis at interfaes strongly

ouples polymer/substrate interations and polymer/polymer interations in the bulk

7

. In

order to isolate the polymer/substrate interations, we onduted wetting experiments on

oxidized silion wafers to promote the spreading of sub-moleular thikness polymer �lms,

where all the hains are expeted to interat with the surfae. The surfaes and polymer

melts used have a high positive spreading parameter S = γs − (γ + γsl), with γs, γ, and

γsl the interfaial tensions of the solid/air, liquid/air and solid/liquid interfaes respetively.

In suh onditions, past experiments

7

demonstrated that a so-alled preursor �lm spreads

around sessile droplets, driven by short range interations through the gain in surfae energy

S. Its morphology also depends on the longer range interations

8,9

. As measured by X-

ray, neutron re�etivity, X-ray di�use sattering

10�13

, ellipsometry

14�20

, or interferometry

21

,

these polymer preursor �lms are nanometer thik. In a theoretial point of view, restriting

to ases where only long range Van der Waals interations and surfae interations were at

play, Brohard-Wyart et al.

8

distinguished two wetting situations on high energy surfaes,

depending on the sign of the Derjaguin pressure Π in the �lm

22

. If the Derjaguin pressure

is positive, the long range interations result in an e�etive repulsion of the air/polymer

and polymer/substrate interfaes, whih aims to stabilize the wetting preursor �lm. This

situation is alled total wetting

23

and was widely observed in the past for various poly-

mers

10,14�17,17�19,24�30,30�33

. Suh preursor �lms exhibit a step-like pro�le. It is expeted to

be omprised of a near-dense monolayer of moleules, exept at the utmost end of the �lm

where the ompatness is gradually lost

16,17

. The preise shape and dynamis of the step

where hain density deays to zero is believed to ontain information on the polymer/surfae

interations but the narrowness of this region in the ase of total wetting is limiting.

In the present paper we o�er to study the wetting of polybutadiene melts on oxidized

silion wafers, whih experiene onjoining interations that tend to squeeze the preursor

�lm (Π < 0): a motionless droplet oexists with the preursor �lm. This regime is alled
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pseudo-partial wetting and was evidened for high polarisability polymers

8,34�43

. We will

show that depositing polybutadiene droplets on suh surfaes is a way to prepare preursor

�lms of low density, whih smoothly deay over an extended lateral region. We will hara-

terize the preursor �lm pro�les and dynamis by ellipsometry and show that the hains in

the �lm obey a di�usion equation. The variations of the di�usion oe�ient with the �lm

thikness are extrated from the ellipsometry data and its evolution with the molar mass

will be takled for homopolymers and polymers with spei� terminal groups. In addition,

for homopolymers, the e�et of temperature on the di�usion will be studied and translated

in terms of ativation energy.

The polymer melts used in this study are 1,4-polybutadiene (PBd 1,4), hydroxyl-terminated

1,4-polybutadiene (PBd-OH), and 1,2-polybutadiene (PBd 1,2). Molar masses Mn range be-

tween 900 and 40000 g/mol

44,45

. The glass transition temperature Tg of PBd 1,4 and PBd-OH

is lose to −100C and lose to −30C for PBd 1,2. It does not signi�antly depend on the

molar mass in the range tested

44,47

, whih allows to work in the 10C to 73C range while being

at large temperature distane to Tg. The preursor �lms spreading around the droplets were

haraterized with an ellipsometri mirosope (EP3, Aurion) using nulling ellipsometry

with 590 nm wavelength of 10 nm bandwith, 65

◦
inidene angle, and �ve minutes time reso-

lution. Sessile droplets of radius rd omprised between 40 and 250 µm, and volume below the

nanoliter, were deposited on piranha leaned

44

oxidized silion wafers, with an initial oxide

layer thikness e measured from 2 to 4 nm depending on the wafer used. The experiments

were performed in an hermeti ell under a weak �ow of nitrogen, at a �xed relative humidity

of 11%, and at di�erent temperatures. As the silia thikness e is known, the polymer on-

tribution to the optial path shift an be dedued from ellipsometry measurements and the

loal polymer thikness h an be determined. This thikness is an averaged thikness over the

pixel area of the ellipsometri mirosope, whih is around 64 µm2
. The polymer thikness

h may be smaller than a moleular size and in that ase the polymer layer is in a non-dense
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state. As demonstrated in literature, the bulk value of the refrative index of polybutadiene

still an be used

43,48

. Noise redution is ahieved by taking advantage of the quasi irular

shape of the droplets: thiknesses are angularly averaged over 10

◦
angles entered to the

droplet enter. Deposition method, experimental set-up, and data analysis were detailed in

a previous study

43

. We ensured the volatility of the polymer melts an be negleted and the

absene of volatile pollutes by heking that nothing transfers to the surfae from a drop

kept slightly above it. Atomi fore mirosopy showed the preursor �lms have no texture.

43

The typial spreading of a preursor �lm of PBd 1,4 around a sessile droplet of radius

rd ≃ 100 µm at short times is shown in Fig. 1. A few minutes after the deposition of

h
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Figure 1: Thikness maps measured by ellipsometry of a preursor �lm of PBd 1,4 of Mn =
1900 g/mol at (a) 5 min and (b) 30 min after the deposition time of the droplet. ()

Corresponding thikness pro�les as a funtion of the distane to the droplet edge r − rd,
angularly averaged over a 10

◦
angle entered at the droplet enter. Blak lines: �t to

solutions of Eq. 1 with D̄ = 1.6 µm2/s and h1 = 0.6 nm. Silia layer thikness is e = 2.2
nm and T = 20C.

the droplet, the ontat line stops while a �lm spontaneously spreads around the droplet.

This learly indiates that PBd exhibits pseudo-partial wetting ondition on oxidized silion
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wafer, whih is onsistent with the literature

8,40,41,44,49

. As seen in Fig. 1(), the preursor

�lm is onneted to the droplet at a onstant nanometri thikness h1 and its height pro�le

smoothly dereases from h1 towards zero. This onstant pinning height at the �lm/droplet

onnetion is always observed (see SI3

44

) and not orrelated to the molar mass. It averages

to h1 = 0.6± 0.4 nm for PBd 1,4. Similar preursor �lm thikness pro�les were obtained for

all PBd 1,4

44

, PBd 1,2

50

and PBd-OH. Remarkably, thikness values stand below both the

Kuhn length b = 0.96 nm and the bulk gyration radius Rg = 1.67 nm for PBd 1900 g/mol

51

.

It thus raises the question of the polymer density in preursor �lms, as pointed out in the

literature

7,10,16,32

.

Following the path of Johner and Semenov

52

on on�ned polymer hains, we derive the

surfae-averaged thikness in the preursor �lm, based on topologial onsiderations in two

ases: (i) when polymer segments over the entire silia surfae and (ii) at the dilute limit,

when the 2D oils are separated enough so that they do not interat with eah other. Chains

are onsidered as ylinders of length Nb and diameter d, where N is the number of Kuhn

segments per polymer hain, so that the moleular volume writes Vc = Nbπd2/4. The

diameter d an be estimated by balaning Vc with the moleular volume V = MKN/ρNA,

where MK is the molar mass of the Kuhn segment, ρ the density of polybutadiene,

44

and

NA the Avogadro onstant. We �nd d =
√

4MK/(ρNAbπ) ≃ 0.53 nm.

In ase (i), the surfae averaged thikness hd equals the hain volume Vc divided by the

projeted area oupied by a hain on the surfae Sd = Nbd yielding hd =
π
4
d ∼ 0.45 nm for

PBd. When h > hd, the �lm is dense. When h ≤ hd, some silia sites are unoupied. In ase

(ii), many silia sites are unoupied and the projeted area of a hain writes S∗ = πR2

g,2D,

Rg,2D being the 2D gyration radius. The surfae-averaged thikness of a 2D oil is then

h∗ = Vc/S
∗
. It is similar to the overlap onentration c∗ in solution, with the unoupied

silia sites playing the role of the solvent. When h < h∗
, the �lm is 2D dilute. Above h∗

,

it is 2D semi-dilute and the hains overlap. For polymer hains on�ned in 2D with some

overlapping allowed, Johner and Semenov theoretially showed that the variation of Rg,2D
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with N amounts to a power law with exponent ν varying with N between 1/2 and 3/4:

Rg2D = 2bNν
. Consequently, thikness h∗

weakly dereases with N : h∗ ∼ (d2/16b)N1−2ν
.

For the mass range of our study, we �nd h∗
< 0.03 nm, whih is at the detetion limit for

thiknesses. The preursor �lm thiknesses h measured by ellipsometry verify h∗ < h < hd

whih indiates that the hains in the preursor �lms are in the 2D semi-dilute regime.

Furthermore, at any given time, we observe that, as the distane from the droplet r − rd

inreases, the thikness h dereases and vanishes at large distane, whih we interpret as a

derease in polymer density until the �lm ompletely dilutes.

Our observations on PBd 1,4 show that the pseudo-partial wetting regime drastially

di�ers from what was measured in the literature for polymers in total wetting. In the latter

ase, the ontat line of the droplet ontinuously advanes and the preursor �lm exhibits

a step-like pro�le of quasi-uniform thikness in the nanometer range ending with a sharp

step

10,14�18,20,24,25,27�30

, or in some ases terraed pro�les

53�56

. Di�erent models were devel-

oped to reover the experimental �lm pro�le and time evolution of its lateral extension. In the

ase of a single step pro�le, Joanny and de Gennes

57

derived the thikness pro�le of the �lm

that they related to a di�usion oe�ient in hydrodynami regime D(h) = −(h3/3η).dΠ/dh.

In the ase of terraed �lms with layers of moleular thikness, de Gennes and Cazabat

58

desribed the evolution with time of the lateral extension of di�erent layers, but this model

only works at su�iently long times and fails for single layers and/or semi-dilute or dilute

layers

53,56

. In a preursor �lm of vanishing thikness, a hydrodynami desription is not

expeted to be valid: moleules are dilute and at like a two dimensional gas. In that ase,

the theoretial di�usion oe�ient is onstant: D = kT/ξ, with ξ the frition oe�ient of

the moleules on the surfae

20,53,54,56,59

.

Here, none of these theoretial frameworks were used a priori. Instead, in order to

haraterize the spreading dynamis of the polybutadiene hains in our preursor �lms, the
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experimental data were analyzed with the general di�usion equation (Eq. 1):

∂th(r, t) =
1

r
∂r (rD(h) ∂rh(r, t)) (1)

with r the distane to the droplet enter. From our experimental pro�les, the apillary term

desribed in the literature

60�63

was found negligible. The variations of the di�usion oe�-

ient D(h) with polymer thikness were reovered by spatially integrating the experimental

thikness pro�les h(r, t) between two times separated by a time interval ∆t26,64. We hose

to onsider the di�usion oe�ient as an average of the di�usion oe�ients measured at

t1 = 30 min and with ∆t < t1. This value of t1 allows a su�ient lateral extension of the

preursor �lm for all molar masses, so it an be aurately deteted. The value of ∆t is of

minor in�uene. For PBd 1,4, the resulting variations of the di�usion oe�ient with the

Figure 2: Evolution of the di�usion oe�ient D with thikness h for PBd 1,4 at T = 20C.
From top to bottom: Mn = 900, 1900, 5400 and 39100 g/mol. Grey area: thikness region

where D is averaged to obtain D̄.

thikness are presented in Fig. 2. Within experimental auray, we see that the di�usion

oe�ient is independent of the polymer thikness for the di�erent molar masses tested. In

the following, we de�ne D̄ as the average of D(h) in the semi-dilute regime, for h ranging

between 0.1 nm and hd. The solution of Eq. 1 with D̄ = 1.6 µm2
/s and the boundary

onditions h(r = rd, t) = h1 = 0.6 nm and h(r > rd, t = 0) = 0 for a preursor �lm of PBd

1,4 1900 g/mol is suessfully ompared with the experimental data on Fig. 1.

Hene, a thikness independent di�usion oe�ient implies the hains dynamis is inde-

pendent of the polymer surfae density even though hains overlap: this suggests hains-
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hains interations in semi-dilute regime are negligible ompared to the hain-surfae in-

terations. From a theoretial point of view, gas lattie models

7,65�69

and simulations at

the mirosopi sale

64,70�73

have been widely used in the literature to desribe the growth

of moleular �lms and predit their density pro�le. Popesu et al.

73

showed that the �lm

density pro�le mainly depends on W0, the strength of the inter-hains attration. From this

work, our smooth thikness pro�les would orrespond to W0 < 0.4 kT ≃ 2.5 kJ/mol. We

will see that this value is negligible with respet to the hain/surfae interations we measure.

Figure 3 shows that for PBd 1,4 at 20C, the di�usion oe�ient D̄ of the polymer

hains on the surfae is inversely proportional to the hain length. This result holds above

the 3D bulk entanglement length of the polymer N3d
e = Me/MK = 18 51,74

. When the

temperature is inreased to 73C, the power law D̄ ∼ N−1
is maintained and the values of

D̄ are larger. The PBd hains of the preursor �lms thus follow a two-dimensional Rouse

di�usion mehanism

51,75

, revealing that they do not enounter obstales or entanglements:

in the range of molar masses tested, the hains dynamis in the present 2D semi-dilute �lms

does not involve any entanglements. This result is in agreement with the reent theory of Lee

et al.

76

, whih predits that the entanglement mass drastially inreases with on�nement (in

h−3
). It also agrees with measurements of the mehanial properties of ultra-thin suspended

polymer �lms.

77,78

The temperature dependene is tested by �tting D̄ to a frition model with an Arrhenius

equation

26,27

:

D̄(N, T ) =
kT

NξK
=

kT

NξK,∞eEa/RT
(2)

where ξK is the frition oe�ient of a polymer segment on the surfae, whih depends on

temperature, frition at in�nite temperature ξK,∞ and ativation energy Ea. The ativation

energy orresponds to the energy barrier that polymer Kuhn segments have to overome to

move from one site on the surfae to another. As seen in Fig. 4(a), by plotting D̄N/(kT )

as a funtion of 1/T for PBd 1,4, all the data ollapse on a single master urve, allowing
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Figure 3: D̄/(kT ) as a funtion of N . PBd 1,4: at 20C, at 73C. Lines : �t to Eq. 2

with Ea = 29.7 kJ/mol and ξK,∞ = 10−15.4
kg/s. PBd-OH: at 20C, at 73C. Lines:

�ts to Eq. 3 with ξ20COH = 10−8.3
kg/s and ξ73COH = 10−10.9

kg/s.

to extrat a unique ativation energy Ea = 30 ± 5 kJ/mol. In Fig. 4(b), the power law

N−1
is found to be robust when plotting D̄eEa/RT

versus N for all temperatures. We �nd

ξK,∞ = 10−15.4±0.9 kg/s. At 20C, ξK = 10−10.1±1.8 kg/s. For PBd 1,4, the moleular di�usion

is thus a thermally ativated Rouse mehanism. The surfae Kuhn segment ativation energy

Ea an be onverted into an equivalent spreading parameter Seq by aounting for the surfae

of a Kuhn segment ontating silia, i.e. b×d. This yields Seq = Ea/(NAbd) and numerially

Seq ≃ 100 mJ/m2
. This high value of Seq is onsistent with the existene of a preursor �lm,

whih develops in the ase of high energy surfaes

79

.

For PBd-OH preursor �lms, the di�usion oe�ient values were extrated at a thikness

h = 0.2 nm. As shown in Fig. 3, the variations of D̄ with the hain length for PBd 1,4 and

PBd-OH overlap at large N , but the N−1
saling is lost at small N for PBd-OH. To aount

for this observation, we note that the frition oe�ient of hydroxylated terminal segments

is expeted to be di�erent from the homopolymer: ξK 6= ξOH. Assuming additivity of the

frition oe�ients, Eq. 2 is modi�ed into Eq. 3:

D̄(N, T ) =
kT

(N − 1)ξK + ξOH
(3)

By �tting the di�usion oe�ient values of PBd-OH to Eq. 3, we obtain high frition

oe�ient ratios: ξOH/ξK ∼ 65 at 20C and 73C. Hydroxylated terminal groups thus ex-

9
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Figure 4: (a) Redued di�usion oe�ient D̄N/(kT ) as a funtion of 1/T . The blak symbols
represent the di�erent PBd 1,4 hain lengths and orresponds to those in (b). Hollow white

symbols are for PBd 1,2: N=15, N=33. Dashed lines: �ts to Eq. 2: Ea = 29.7 kJ/mol

and ξK,∞ = 10−15.4
kg/s for PBd 1,4, and E1,2

a = 47.7 kJ/mol and ξ1,2K,∞ = 10−17
kg/s for

PBd 1,2. (b) D̄eEa/RT/(kT ) as a funtion of N allows to ollapse all the data for PBd 1,4

on a master urve. Blak line: power law with exponent -1. Color sale: temperature.

periene higher frition on silia. Consequently, the dynamis of a short PBd-OH hain is

slowed down ompared to a PBd 1,4 hain of equivalent length. For long PBd-OH hains,

the Rouse motion of the hains is asymptotially reovered (Fig. 3).

For PBd 1,2 the Rouse saling of D̄ with N−1
holds and the moleular di�usion is

also thermally ativated (Fig. 4). We �nd a higher ativation energy than for PBd 1,4:

E1,2
a = 48± 5 kJ/mol, as observed in Fig. 4(a). At 20C, ξ1,2K = 10−8.5±2.9 kg/s. The value of

the surfae ativation energy thus reveals the spei� polymer/substrate interations, that

our measurements allow to quantify. A higher surfae ativation energy re�ets stronger

interations between the homopolymer segments and the substrate, whih is the ase of PBd

1,2 through its vinyl side groups.

80,81

In this paper, we show that polybutadiene melts are observed to be in pseudo-partial

wetting ondition on oxidized silion. Studying the spreading dynamis of subnanometer

thik �lms allows to probe polymer/interfae interations. We show that the hain density

10



in the obtained wetting preursor �lm dereases with the distane from the droplet: polymer

hains are mainly in a 2D semi-dilute state in these �lms. From the experimental preursor

�lm pro�les, we extrat the variations of the di�usion oe�ient D of the polymer hains

on the surfae, that we �nd independent from density. This result suggests little or no in-

terations in between polymer hains of the preursor �lms, omparing to polymer/surfae

interations. In addition, we �nd that the di�usion oe�ient is inversely proportional to

molar mass, whih is the signature of a two dimensional Rouse di�usion. This result holds

for molar masses below and above bulk entanglement mass, highlighting the non-entangled

state in 2D of the hains in the preursor �lm. Hene, the Rouse mehanism at stake involves

the sole frition of Kuhn segments with the silia interfae. By varying the temperature, we

are able to determine a surfae ativation energy on silia for the Kuhn segment of buta-

diene homopolymers with varied hemistry. A greater surfae ativation energy was found

when vinyl side groups were present, whih reveals greater interations with silia. For

hydroxy-terminated polybutadienes, variations of the di�usion oe�ient with molar mass

were suessfully aounted for by modelling the hain frition as the sum of frition oe�-

ients of eah of its Kuhn segment.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/asmarolett.000144

This doument is the unedited Author's version of a Submitted Work that was sub-

sequently aepted for publiation in ACS MaroLetters, opyright ©Amerian Chemial

Soiety after peer review. To aess the �nal edited and published work see:

http://pubs.as.org/artilesonrequest/AOR-PHU2RMYUQAWBBYFEJQ59
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Supporting Information Available

Polymer haraterizations, additional experimental spei�ations, and preursor �lm thik-

ness pro�les. Movie: ellipsometri images for PBD 1,2 Mn=1650 g/mol.
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